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DISHDRAWER
CHANGES TO MEGA RACK
We have recently made changes to the way we hold the Mega Rack into the DishDrawer basket.  The
centre hook on the Mega Rack has been removed, and two extra locking wires have been added to the sides
of the rack instead.  This change has been made to prevent the centre hook on the Mega Rack fouling the
spray arm if installed incorrectly.  The part number of the Mega Rack has not changed (526346) and it is
now compatible with the earlier style baskets.  Please make reference to this change in Technical Bulletin
DW017, dated February 2000.

WASH PERFORMANCE CHECK SHEET
Customer’s Complaint - Food Particles left on Dishes

Cause of problem (1) Spray arm has stopped rotating.
How to resolve the
problem

a) One of the dishes has fallen through the basket and jammed the spray
arm.  Remove the obstruction.

b) The Mega Rack has been installed incorrectly and is jamming the spray
arm.  Refit Mega rack.

c) Drain filter or filter plate is not installed correctly and is causing the
spray arm to jam.  Refit filter or filter plate.

Cause of problem (2) The product is being over loaded or incorrectly loaded with dishes.

How to resolve the
problem

Advise customer of correct loading.

Cause of problem (3) Customer is selecting the wrong wash cycle for the soil level on the dishes.
How to resolve the
problem

Advise customer about reduced water temperatures (up to 20ºC lower) and
wash times when using fast and eco cycles.
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Customer’s Complaint - Coffee/Tea Stains left in Cups
Cause of problem (1) Not enough detergent being used.  To remove these stains requires a stronger

concentration of detergent in the water.
How to resolve the
problem

Fill the main-wash detergent cup to the top & for best results also fill the pre-
wash detergent cup.  We recommend running on normal or heavy red cycles.

Cause of problem (2) The product is being over loaded, which is preventing water reaching the
cups on the upper cup racks.

How to resolve the
problem

Advise customer of correct loading.

Customer’s Complaint - Dishes have blotchy marks on them that look like
water stain marks, not food

Cause of problem Not enough rinse aid being used.  The water is not soft enough during the
final rinse and therefore hard water droplets containing impurities are drying
on the dishes instead of running off during the dry cycle.

How to resolve the
problem

Confirm that the customer is using rinse aid.
The rinse aid may need to be turned up to a higher setting (4 or 5 lights) and
for optimum dry performance run the DishDrawer on normal or heavy red
cycles.
If a dry problem still exists, a service person needs to check the rinse aid
dispenser in diagnostics to make sure it is dispensing correctly.

Customer’s Complaint - Glasses & Cutlery have a Cloudy White film on
them and/or Plates have a White Chalky film on them

Cause of problem Hard water & not enough detergent being used.  Minerals from the water are
building up on the dishes.

How to resolve the
problem

Once this film forms on the dishes, it cannot be removed by normal washing
in the dishwasher.  The dishes will need to be cleaned by soaking them in an
acidic solution of white vinegar & water.
To prevent the build up reoccurring, the customer will have to fill both the
main-wash & pre-wash detergent cups to the top, and we recommend
running on normal red cycles.
In problem areas with very hard water, the customer may need to fit a water
softener to the water supply.
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